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Kurds Away

BY RACHANA DIXIT

news editor
The Student Senate had a busy
Tuesday evening.
During its weekly meeting, the
body reviewed more than a dozen
bills. Two bills in particular inated
heated debate between the senators.
The first concerned a contingency bylaw. The current bill,
which defines procedures to give
funding to student dubs and
organizations,
proposed Tuesday
to say, "No
funds will be
appmved for
events mat are
used to generate or potentially generate net profit
to any |MU dub or organization."
Previously, only events that definitely generated profit were denied
funding.
Executive Treasurer Robert Burden Or.) said the addition of "potentially generate" was needed.
"If we give monev. this makes
sure (dubs and organizations| don't
just take it," he said.
Sen. Stefanie IXDomenieo (Jr.),
one of the bill sponsors, also said
the bill is not too explicit to leave
leeway if certain cases are questionable. An example of a questionable
case would be if a group generated
profit, but the money was given to
a chanty.
DiDomenico added that the
bill was not a reason for the SGA to
deny funding to certain groups.
"1 don't think it would limit
the SGA's ability to give money to
groups," she said, "We want to give
it out"
Contingency funds do not carry
over from year to year.
However, some senators disagreed with adding "potentially
generate" to the bill. Sen. Betsy Anderson (Sr. > specifically focused on a
cappella groups, who may have the
potential to make money from selling their CIX but still need funding
to record them.
"A lot of these a cappella groups
need this money," Anderson said.
She added that they typically do
not generate any sort of profit, and
this change would unfairly deny
them funding.
The bill ended up failing after
the senate took a vote.
The second bill concerned the
election and confirmation of the
speaker of the senate.
The bull to amend the constitution proposed, "If the speaker pro
lempore of the student senate tails
to gamer enough votes, the student
senate skill nominate candidates
tor a new ek'cbon ... the speaker pro
tempore is eligible to be nominated
again." Senators DiDomenico and
Sarah Pineres (Fr. > proposed the bill.
Although the overall bill passed
easily, an amendment to the bill itself
provoked debate. The amendment
proposed by DiDomenico, said only
full-time undergraduate students
amid be eligible for speaker.
"We only have two grad student
senator seats," DiDomenico said. "If
one were ek-cted as speaker, you'd
cut their voice in half"
Seats for graduate students wenadded into the senate this year as a
result of a bill introduced last falL
DiDomenico said the number of
seats in the senate is proportional to
the JMU undergraduate /graduate
student ratio.
However, Sen Kristen Scruavone (Sr) said he thinks forbidding graduate students to be Senate Speaker moves the body in the
wn«ig direction.
"In the direction JMU is going,
if s important to have more indusion of graduate students in general" she said. "We decided last
year to include graduate students
in MM* |lhebill|amtradictsthat
if we exclude them from speaker
elections."
The bill to amend the constitution passed by the end of the meeting.

Sheinei Saleem is a Kurdish JMU student who grew
up in Iraq before fleeing to escape Saddam Hussein
■Y S.Ml.H 11 ssi .
contributing writer
f he young woman s face takes on a saddened look as she tells about her childhood
growing up as a Kurd in Iraq.
"I remember learning to wet a towel
for protection against chemical weapons,"
said Sheinei Saleem, a 22-year-old Kurdish
tudent at JMU. "I have had a gun pointed at
my face and I discovered dead bodies
on my way home from school."
Saleem and her family were
some of many who fled Southem Kurdistan to escape the
atrocities of Saddam Hussein
during the late 1990s.
"Despite the hardships,
Kurdistan is my home, and
to this day, I can't think
of anvwhere else I would
•ather be," Saleem said,
"hxpenencing what I
have has shaped me
to be a more appredative and stronger
individual."
Saleem serves
as a regional director for the Kurdish
American Youth
Organization, which
is one of several
organizations in
the United States
devoted to educating people about
Kurdistan
The obstacles lacing
KAYO and other Kurdish
American organizations are
the lack of knowledge and
interest by Amencans toward
Kurdistan. As a result, Kurdish
youth have taken it upon them-

SGA

fcVAN DYSON
phtHo editor

selves to educate their peers. KAYO is hosting
their first ever Kurdish-American Youth Conference in Nashville, Term., next February. Nashville
is home to one of the largest populations of Kurdish youth in Amenca.
"A voice in the U.S. that consisted of both
Kurdish-Americans and Americans would be
verv powerful in helping get the Kurdish problem the proper attention it needs," said KAYO
president Goran Sadjadi. "It would also help promote awareness and gain further support from
more people in the U.S. and across the world."
When Sadjadi says the "Kurdish problem,"
he means the issue of Kurdistan becoming an
independent state in the Middle East.
Kurdistan is a geographic and cultural region
in the Middle East that consists of areas in Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran.
During the 1970s and 1980s, several attempts
by various Kurdish activist groups tried to gain
autonomy for the Kurds but were unsuccessful. By the 1980s, Kurds found themselves in the
middle of the war between Iraq and Iran.
"I was born at the beginning of the Iraqi-Iran
War," said Ara Alan, a regional director of KAYO
from Atlanta who grew up in Suilamiani in Southem (Iraqi) Kurdistan. "I lived all of my childhood
in their war zone. I played my games around the
sounds of bombs falling out of the iky."
In 19*8, Hussein launched the "Al-Annrt"
Campaign. Kurds were alienated, thousands
were executed, and thousands of their villages
were destroyed. There were numerous chemical bombings and Kurds were forced from their
homes.
In 1991, a "no-6y-zone" was created by the
United States and United Kingdom for most of
Southern Kurdistan, which gave power to Kurdish leaders in this region. In the following years,
the Kurds expenenced some internal disputes
between the two major Kurdish political parties,
but soon they turned to defending Kurdistan
against Hussein.
see KVMD, page 4

Tis the season

KVAN DY SOKptktat tthlor
During the Nov. 16 checkpoint on Noff Avenue, 49 charge! were (lied
— 11 of which were underage possession of alcohol.

Students react to
checkpoint
■Y DOMINK Dl.SMONI)

news editor
Senior Venmica Peters watched the
sobnety checkpoint on Neff Avenue tn-n
outside her Stone Gate apartment Nov. 16
lor almost an hour
"They wen' pulling over everyone,"
Peters said. "It was entertaining. I henwas a whok* bunch of police "
Hamstmburg Police Department
spokesperson Lt. Kurt Roshart said then1
urn- tvtweni T> and 3' lll'l' officers
Rix~kingham County Sheriffs Department the Virginia I Vpartment ol Alcohol
Beverage Contml and the Department of
Probation and Pamle. Ihe |unl task (one
effort resulted in 49 charges, including
twolH I arrests and 11 underage posses
skm of alcohol charges.

<

Roshart said checkpoints ATV set up
dunng peak driving times
like holidays — and Out it V\AS no coincidence
the checkpoint WSJ M1 up before JMU
had Thanksgiving Break.
Peters, a criminal justice minor, said
dndJBOblBI in general an generally a
gixnl idea, es|n\iall\ on \ett Avenue
A K *t ol 11* • pet »|>li - ii n ving on Neff are
under the ■niUn-rke dunng thi* tames."
she said. "People would be driving back
from The Pub or [RiKkhwn Grill |."
Boslurt and Peters said Oiey don't
Mvanyamcemsoveravil liberties being
bfMdHd ^ithsiuhMibnetv checkpoint*
I liev hoth said the US. Supreme Court
luis set guidelines tor conducting checkpoints legitimately
see STOP, jtage J

MINDI wESTHOFKwuur phiXotrapher
Freshman Jordan Barbour watt* for cash and FLEX donations
during The 12 Days Project on the commons.
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Possession of marijuana
\ IMl student w.is charged utlh possession ol ni,iri|u.in.i in
Dinglmlinrllall Not ln.it "Mam
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Contact Us

IMl -Indents reported the theft ol S2MI wotth of clothing
irom .i Pndertkaon n.ill laundn, room No* ir' between 3 and
7 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classi-

fied: Go to www.thebmeze
org and click on the classified
link or come into the office
weekdays between

8 a.m.

and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: S5.00 for the first 10

A |ML student reported an unknow n and uninvited male in a
residence hall n»om In Chandler Hall Not I7at7:35ajn
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DUKE DAYS Events Calendar
Eco.Symposium: Greening Our JMU Campus

moval* local agriculture, eneiKy conservation, renewable energy, lair trade and ways to make campus "gnvn>T" I he keynote speech will bo m regards to turning
municipal waste into energy, by Dr. Christopher B.ichni.iiiii of theCentei foi Energy and EnvironmentalSustalnability. rha event is sponsored by the|MU ecoCampusprotect, iheCleanEnergyCoalition,theAss<Kiationot
Energj I ngmeen, Progress, the I iarthChib, the Environmental Business Club and (ML PadliUea Management

For moR' Information, vtaU taxttmpus.duktpuppy.com.
Note-orietyN T»us the Night Before Christmas
Concert
I he temalo a capprll.i group Note-oriety will hold its
end-of-the-semester holiday concert I )ec, I at 8 p.m. in
the Festival Center Grand Ballroom, tickets an? $3 with
JAC Card, S^ general admission. Spend a Friday night
with holiday music, prizes and goodies. I or more ini'ormation, contact Johanna I cwisat lewkjmOjmujdu

MISSION
The Breeze, the studentrun newspaper of James
Madison
University,
serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the
campus and local community.
The
Breeze
strives to be impartial
and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights.

words, S3 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified.
S10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid
m advance in The Breeze
office.

Brakes • Exhaust• Shocks

\ |\ll student reported the theft" of .i Sidekick cell phone loll
unattended on i table In Gibbons Hall Nov. I9at 12 p.m.

Suspicious person

540-438-5858
:. soi stum

A symposium will bo hold Dec. 4 from 5:30 I" 7 p.m. in
nils room 2301, covering topics oi mounbrintop re-

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127

■

HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St

Tire Balancing • Wheel Alignment

Larceny

\umhor ol parking tickets sinie Aug 28: 8,040
\uniherol drunk in puhlus since Aup. 21*: 41
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harnsonburg community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Matthew Stoss.
editor
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Around Campus
1
Lottery for domestic
ASB trips this Thursday
Want In sign up for an
Alternative Spring Break domestic trip? [)tH>rs will open
at 8 p.m. Thursday night for
the domestic trip lottery in
the Festival Center Grand
Ballroom.
JAC Cards are necessary
for registration, and lottery
iwtiup.nits must prere£ister
I hursday between 10a m. and
4 p.m. in Wilson Mall, room
204. Students interested must
bring $100 in cash, ehtvk or
money order to sign up.

Grants list new requirements
TUP*
»»'» noil is uu»- IKOI«
ro» in out*. ntiK >IB r*m

At JMU (2005-2006)

1JP

Charles H. Foster Jr.,
chairman of LandAmerica
Financial Group Inc. and a
former rector and current
member of JMU's
Board
of Visitors, will address
graduates and their families and guests at )ML"s fall
commencement exerdMfl
Saturday, Dec. 16.
Foster's
real
estate
transaction services firm is
ranked as a 2(H)n lortune
300 company and >s listed
on Fortune maga/mr's roster of most admired companies.

Graduate student I leather Crahtnv
knows a thing or two about financial aid.
Having been exposed to grants, scholarships and loans throughout her undeiy.r.iduate and graduate career, she is well-versed
in the complicated language of financial aid.
"1 was able to utilize the grant nu>ne\
that I received to pay fur my room and
board at the University of Virginia s GofleftC
at Wise," Crabtree said. "I axild have UMU
the money for anything that I needed rvl.it
mg to school."
The US. Education Department Iwued
new rules recently concerning federal grant
programs that provide aid for low-iiKonn
students

staff writer

More Saudis
studying in U.S.
RAMANAIHAN

WASHINGTON — Even
as the number ot students coming to the L'njt«-d States bom
many Muslim countries has
decreased since Sept. 11. the
number of Saudi students aiming to the United States has
suddenly skyrocketed.
The kingdom of less than
22 million people has well over
11,00(1 of its subjects studying in

Average per recipient: 82,354

I htM new rules rvi|uirv a tlley.es 10 rvlv
on various typCSol intrn.i in order lodetermine which students receive these grants.
Students will be ■Sgflih u i n\ eh e SXtfl
moti4,t.ir\ swsRbiftnB) completepndeto1,
mined n.\|uirvn.ent>
I his plan comi's tn>m the Ae.ulemu
Competitivenen Grant pmgram In tUmh
OoUeajB tn-shnien and sophomores arv
rvtjuirvd to maintain .it least ,i "VOe.r.ide
point avenge .is well .is complete t rlgi <
ou8 dsssscnedule In order toewstth foi
tlx^' forms ot finsndsl ski I hi"-' Mudsntt
wiO be eJUU I.>I extra bonusesol 5730
and $l,Km if they COmpletB both mjuiivn un its.
I sMTitialh this program isenhancins
IVI! I .rants
a t\ pe ot need-based grant.
[VII G rants serve as an iHlucatnm.il Bupple

In the Valley

■v ADITYA
U-WIRE

Total Pell Grant funding: S2.7 billion

MM

x. <» u .iriwv«

»■■ «ii •■•

BY KELLY CONNIFT

HARRISONBLRG
Three boys pleaded guilty
to multiple felonies luesday
in connection with a threeday-long spree of car thefts
that stretched from Harrisonburg to MaiUIMf, the
Daily News-Record reported
yesterday.
A 17-year-old, a 16-yearold and a LBVjrMi old uch
pleaded guilty to six felonies and a misdemeanor,
including grand larceny
and unauthorized use of a
vehicle, according to court
testimony.

National Pell Grant Figures
(2005-2006)

Federal grants: S3.7 million
Statc.grants: $4.8 million
I ni\ciM(\ grants: $1.7 million

Foster named as fall
commencement speaker

Boys plead guilty to
Virginia car thefts

B05040302Y

is unu.rsitics. according to
the Ssudl t'o\ eminent
Most remarkably. State
IX'partme.it figures Indicate
that nearly 9,300ol those IUJ00
students have come to the
Linu-d st.iii-. since IUSI »tctobvi
2ti^ I he number n Ssudl stu
dents in the United States has
mm crossed pre-9 n levels
I he sfudents an- I
osrrtrated m an) particular
9e*SAUDiS,page4

\ Kl \ l'\< K at

ment tor students whOGBIVIUl finance their
college csnec
firths2006 07school yese I
tune undergraduate |\fl. students were
i neecrbssed tumi of scholarship <»
grant .% lule L333 ncsVASScHlSSed full-Unit'
undergraduate IMi student received the
same.
I \u students hsve found that therem
uTt.iin benefits tognmts. I nhke losnssnd
manv scholarships. the\ often don't nssd to
be paid bade.
'(.rants an-similar to scholarships

in men) > • .

different when

it comes to requirements.' t rabtreesaid.
With ,i e.rant, there are no requirements
except hnana.il need
I he new ptognvra coming tn>m th\iaileinu i ornpebtrvenesst rant |"

will change this and more emphasis wiO be
put cei the student's continued good academic pertormamv
Adniuustrator tor tin' universit\ s finarv
dal aid and scholarships office Steven t ON
said theAcsdemk CompeHUvencaa I
would allow students to be eligible tor
otlx'r Kinds from federal BouneSj if thsj ancligiHe lor a IVIII,rani and have met other
certain eligibility requirements
< OK said the unvenrt) duperaed iust
over$10 million in grants form the federal
,\uA stats y< <\ emments, and the unrvenrtj
durtM; ■ . •
"firandal need is a regular part »>t
a ooDesje student's lite," t rsbtree nld
' Sduanhipe are regulated and restricted
BD K) main guidelm.-s thai students an• in acesBpool ot limitations

STOP: Source previously stopped at checkpoint
STOP
m front
Peters said, however, it |HVttos would take advantage of
people not knowing their rights^
then that COUld possiblv \M: a
i Ivll Ubert] Molatuin.
"Even it they stop one per
■00 to make them think twice/
Petefl said, "a life may have
been saved."
Bosh art SUSSI
Absolutely" he said, ii It
were one 1 *L I SfTSSt it Would
be enough."
He USO Mid there is a deterrence effect involved v\itli

I he. kpomts
I hese > In', kpolnta produce
a lot o| \\.hni tor the .oinnui
hi said
i hat's what we
Unik into
Itiseph Rudmin, a |\1l lab
operations technician, has ,i
problem with roadbkuks
' I he issue is not the rules '
Rudmm said "It's at>out the
abuse of police power "
Rudmin also Bald the reliabitit) m the tschnoloK) "i
breathalyzers Is questionable
— false poaitivefl and false negstives do come up, he said

Wliile Peters was watching
die roadblock, she said she
ptsiplc saying it was stupid
I think it s important to
keep driven who are driving
Intoxicated ofl the street.'' she
said
Peters said She "-is Stopped
st i checkpoint ones. She was
driving and ■ passenger erf hers
was -1 hut Peters' passenger
didn't have their ID
"It's kind ot terrif) ii
Stopped .mil questioned.' she
said "It's not a situation you're
going to find yourseU In often

Find Gifts for the Whole Family

erican Red Cross Blood Drive
Sponsored by NSCS on Friday, December 1st
from 11:00 am - 3:30 pm in the Transitions
Room of Warren Hall
Come out to donate and receive a
"Scratch Off" ticket where
everyone is a WINNER!
Contact morrismt@jmu.edu with any questions

Need some Extra Cash?
$

(£

JAMES UCHONE
antique

jewelry

Green Valley

BOOK
FAIR
Open Today
thru December 10th
from

Buying
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Jewelry

9AM

to

7PM

daily

500,000 NEW BOOKS

• MUST be 18 w/ two ID's

All 60%-90% Off Retail

>£
%»ah $>M Spi-

0pe„ing

a. New Uca.ion

luesday, Dec. 5
Now Open on Mondays

800-385-0099
www.qvbooMii'.tom/jmu

December Syeciafs
tfair Cut St -Partial 'Highlyfits
l tfour Massage

$50
$40

4322040 Deyerlc Ave.
HarrUonburg, VA 22801

Green Valley Book Fair
2192 Green Valley In
Ml Cruwford, VA 22841

Mention (his ad.

iotainl only 10 mrn/les soc/f/i al 1MU
We 181 umlh ID f»* 740; Iwn eon on
U 612 Hollow the iigm.
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SAUDIS: Students have
'looked up' to the U.S.

KURD: Family relocated
to the U.S. in 1997

DiS.f, mpage I
regional tin'I nnedSbMn
They're in virtual!)

KURD, from front

MI

twy

Stale ol tin1 union.'' said \dil AlluU'ir. BpokMmafl tor the Saudi

embasq in Muhlngtofi SMJCI rtu.tints «>ry,.ini/.itions can tx* found
,il the L ntveott) «>t Northern Iowa.
Montana Slate Univarit) and the
rait] ol K.ins.iv
I Ike it | hen? | vary much. I
like uV edocatton eyttem, I like
the envtronment" eakl Abdullah
\lmobarraz, .1 PhD. student of
1 nk »rmatii >n Kfenoi M the Uni versty
Ol \onh toon in IVnton and the
president of the uravaratty'i lha
Suidi Student Assoaation.
The PCOpIC hen' |are| vary
tnendlv Almobatrai nidi adding
thai he found the climate in Dentim
similar to that ol Saudi Arabia.
Man) ol the Saudi students
.in- attending programs that teach
I nglish as a second language, simr
IIR-\ need proficiency in Knglish to
further, Al-lubetr said that
about .V*»> Saudi students an? in
such ptoajrami at L.S. universities.
i na to Almobarraz. mtS of
tln> roughly M Saudi rtudanU Jt the
I njvcnitj <»f North fan are stjll in

1 ■ nglish-language programs.
A major reason for tht- dramaturge in the number of Saudi students
is th.it the Saudi government is
actively encouraging its students to
■tudy ahroad under a scheme called
the King Abdullah Scholarship
Program. 'Ihe pn>gram has already
provided thousands of students
with hill scholarships.
"(Saudis] always looked up to
the US. as a place to go for higher
education." AJ-Jubeir said. He said
that for Saudis the Uhibed StaftH
was the destination of choice for
university education from the I'ClV.
onwards, and that Saudis retain a
"strong admiration" for Amenca's
university system.
The other major reason for the
dn in the number of Saudi students
in the I'm ted States is that US, visa
processing has generally become
more streamlined Following the
attacks of Sept 11,2001. the US. government put in place new \isa pn>
cedures worldwide that mandated,
among <*her things, interviewing
each visa applicant and getting his
or her hngerpnnts
The new procedures slowed
down the processing ot visas all

Over the world. However, the
State IVpartment says things have
Improved considerably.
"We're combating the perception that we removed the welcome
mat for international students." said
ljura Tischler, State Department
Consular Affairs spokeswoman
Besides making the visa process
more efficient, the State Department
Ls also giving student visas pnority and letting international students
appK earlier tor their visas so they
don't miss classes in the United
States, Tischler said.
While acknowledging the
improvements Al-Jubeir said UnAmerican embassy in Riyadh was
overwhelmed with visa applications
and had become a "big bottleneck''
He said the US. consulates in Jeddah
and Oahran also need to start issuing visas
Both governments agree that
the scholarship program is strengthening the relationship between the
two countries. Al-lubeir said that
most members of the Saudi cabinet
are US-educated and added that
returning students "have positive
things to sa\ about their treatment
in the US."

Hussein's brutality in
the late 1990s and many
families fled to the United
States. Before they found
ways to escape, mam Kurdish families were forced to
live in hiding.
"Mv family hid for three
months." Saleem said. "Each
morning my mother slutted
bread into my and my siblings' pockets, told us she
loved us and reminded us
to keep quiet if we saw any
soldiers."
Saleem's family was re-

located to the United States
in 1997 after a |ourne\ from
Iraqi Kurdistan to Turkey
to Guam. During her first
years in America, Saleem
found it wry difficult to assimilate and said she wondered what was happening
back in Kurdistan and if her
family members had survived.
By 2003, the United
States
began
Operation
Iraqi Freedom, and with
the help of the Kurds, overthrew Hussein's regime.
Since 2005. Southern Kurds

have taken part in the newIraqi government and created a Kurdistan Alliance,
but Kurdistan still yearns
for total independence and

recognition as an autonomous nation.
It is difficult for me not
to raise awareness, as I believe everything about me
screams Kurdistan," Saleem
said. "From my Kurdish
music ringtones and Kurdish translated |okes to just
always taking the opportunity to let someone knowwhere I'm from."

Give the gift of a Thursday crossword,
puzzle. Read The Breeze.
Or at least wrap your presents with it.

University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges.
r\ spiritual viewpoint can help fou achieve balance
in four life. Visit the website spiritualitf.com.
sponsored t*j the £hri*tian Science Church in Boston
Find comfort, nevi ideas, chat rooms z4-1-3(#5
There is a branch church and fading Foom in Wa-fnesboro.
For information call: Z&f-5r?4

WAREHOUSE •SALE I
-*»#

-

SPORTSWEAR

MICl/ OUTLET

shby

rossing

60-90%
Imprinted IMU Apparel OFF'?
and much more!
nnpin
Thursday & Friday 10-5 * Saturday 9-2 KURIL
600J University Plaza * Next to Downtown Athletics

Stiff iiaven'tjound Rousing
j'or tfie 2007-2008 scftoof year?
Asn6y Crossing fias wfiat
you're footing Jor.

Stop 6y our ojfftce Before you
feavejor Winter BreaR
and get your apartment
Before ifs too fate!

KK

GRADUATING?

CONGRATULATIONS!
JMU Information Technology wants
you to know you will only retain
access to Webmail, Blackboard and
other resources for approximately
60 days after graduation. It is very
important you set a forwarding
e-mail address and forward
important Webmail messages you
want to keep before you lose
access (see instructions at right).
Your JMU e-ID will remain active as
long as you keep your password
current by changing it through the
Accounts Portal (accounts.jmu.edu)
every 90 days. This is to provide
you ongoing access to e-campus for
certain functions such as
transcripts, and ongoing access to
the Accounts Portal to change your
forwarding e-mail address in the
future
For more information, contact
the JMU Computing HelpDesk at

540-568-3555

www.ashbycrossing.com

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
432-1001

or check the self-help web site at
www jmu.edu/computing/
helpdesk/selfhelp/eid.shtml

Information
Technology
James Madison University

XW

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
(E-campus can be accessed indefinitely with
your e-ID and password)
o Make sure your addresses are current
o Print your unofficial transcript
Official transcripts can be requested
from the Registrar's office by following
these instructions:
www.jmu.edu/registrar/transcnpts.shtml
TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
o Setup a new e-mail account with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a free
service provider, such as Gmail, Yahoo or
Hotmail before graduation.
o Forward Important e-mail messages that
you want to keep from your JMU Webmail
account to your new e-mail address Any
remaining messages will be deleted 60
days after graduation
o Set forwarding In the Accounts Portal to
deliver new e-mail to your new ISP e-mail
account: login to accounts.jmu.edu, click
Directory Information/E-mail Forwarding,
type in your new e-mail address, then click
Submit Changes. You can change your
forwarding e-mail address at any time.
E-mail forwarding will remain in effect
indefinitely.
| o Change mailing list (Llstserv)
subscriptions to use your new e-mail
address
| o Save your friends'and references' e-mail
addresses then send them to your new
e-mail address

Opinion

Hdilor Bnan (ioodman
opmitm@ thehreeze xirg
(540) 568-3846
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Through Murky Waters

From Russia with love
Calling James Bond: the bear is back — or may have never left
^/^Wj WMT, WE

Taking
care of
business
SGA committee cleans out
constitutional house
■V AlEX SlRNFY
senior writer

It sounds like the plot of an upcoming "James
Bond" movie: a former Kt 3 agent living under
political asylum in London dies from ingesting what
was later discovered to be a radioactive substance.
(Inter Daniel Craig, an Aston Martin and a martini
glass to save the day.
But sometimes truth is stranger — and in this
case, more ominous — than fiction.
Alexander Utvinenko had lied to hngland with
his family in 2000 to escape state persecution for
blowing the whistle against the FSB, the ideological
successor of the KGB. I jving in I. mck >n under political asylum, he became an outspoken cube of Putin's
increasingly antidemocratic and totalitarian regime.
This CVtober, Anna Politkovskava, a Russian
investigative journalist who had circumvented
Putin's contiol (»f the media and pnnted damning
reports of human nghts violations in Chechnya, was
found shot dead in her Moscow apartment building.
I jrvinenko had begun investigating her death from
[.oridon when, after a series of meetings on Nov. 1,
he suddenly fell ill.

After being misdiagnosed multiple times and
dismissed when suggesting poison, nis condition
worsened dramatically, eventually leading to his
painful and prolonged death a week ago. The killer
pulonium-210, a deadly radioactive isotope that
nuclear experts claim requires the capacities of a
nuclear weapons state.
In a statement by Utvinenko, released posthumously, blame was laid squarely at the feet of
Vladimir Putin, who was naturally quick to deny
any involvement. But this latest tale of murder and
intngue is only the latest of disturbing signs and
signals that the Soviet regime is still very much with
us. Rather than dying at the end of the Cold War, it
increasingly appears that Moscow has merely hid
totalitananism behind a progressive mask.
Freedom of the press, for example, was only
beginning to Woom when Putin ripped it from the
ground. The brave handful of journalists who skirt
the extensive state control of the media have a bad
habit of winding up dead; Politkovskaya is not the
first Russian foumalist in very recent memory to be

Submit Darts cV Pars online at thebreeze.org, or
e-mail submissions to breezedpfhotmail.com.
/ \tri> cV Pats are submitted anonymously
^L
and are printed on a space-available
^^^k
basts. Submissions are based upon one
^H ^^ f<erson's opinion of a ^ven situation,
^^L
person or event, and do not neces-

A "don't-make-me-guilty-by-association"
dart to the psycho girl who talked about parties,
alcohol and drugs during the ride home with my
teetutalistic parents.
From an innocent girl who questioned whether her
parents were going to emit her into a rehab center the
next day

A "sarcasm-must-be-on-the-house" dart
to the Festival omelet worker who criticized
me early in the morning when I was slow to
decide what to order.
From a }MU affiliate who would rather spill hot
coffee on his crotch going through a drive-thru than
deal with you again.

A"way-to-ahow-your-holiday-spint" pat to the
boys driving around campus on Tuesday blasting AI
vin and the Chipmunks through their open windows.
From a sophomore who had to laugh at your enthusiasm and was glad you reminded her the holiday
break will be here soon.

A "thanks-for-the-Abercrombie-advertisement" pat to the kid who came to a job interview
with his collar popped.
From a faculty member who enjoyed laughing at
you so much that you left before the interview even
started.

An "isn t-mv-tuition-enough?" dart to the
Madison ( lass C hallenge for continually asking
DM for money and then criticizing me for nut
contnbuting mure
From a senior who has spent close to $70,000 at
this school, and wants you to knoiv where you can
shove tlwse donations

A "grown-men-are-unbecoming-whenthey-whine" dart to Coach Matthews for trv
ing to blame anyone other than himself for the
playoff loss.
From a senior who thinks that an adjustment to
the pass defense at halftime may have, in retrospect,
been a wise move.

* ^F\i
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While the senate may at times
take a long, laborious route to get
where it's going, at this meeting
it got to all the right places.
written into the constitution, pariiamentarian Rob
Roodhouse said. Roodhouse's role as parliamentarian is partially to function as a ivnstitution.il gum of
sorts, and he sits on the ad hoc committee.
The meeting did have its points that would
have left a casual observer snoozing, but that
doesn't mean that valuable work wasn't being
done. While the senate may at times take a long,
laborious route to get where it's going, at this
meeting it got to all the nght places.
Ten minutes of debate tonight can avoid
problems down the road," Senate Speaker
Stephanie Genco (Sr.) said, understating drastically the "problems;" the one bill that didn't
pass, after lengthy debate, would have made it
impossible for any potentially profitable event
to be funded by the SCA from contingency. One
other bill was withdrawn because of ambiguous
wording, but otherwise the senate passed all the
constitutional bills on the agenda.
This kind of efficiency, with reasonable debate
and high productivity, shows that the SGA is looking forward. 'The constitution is alw.ivs a work in
progress," Roodhouse said. DiDomenico agreed,
saying that because SGA is constantly evolving, so
must the constitution evolve with it.
Hopefully, with internal affairs in order ifttl
this semester, the SGA will continue its evolution next semester with an iru re.ised tutus on
impacting the |ML community.
Alex Sirnev is a senior anthropology and
SMAD major.

Glass Half Full

Boston Beanerv
HKSI AlHASI

gunned down, and she certainly will not be the lastPutin's increasingly autocratic state control
over Russia's "free economy," particularly in
energy markets, is also cause for concern. Furope
is heavily dependent on fuel coming from Russia, which Russia is more tiSan happy to use as a
bargaining chip. A price war between the Kremlin
and the Ukraine at the end of last vear prompted
Russia to shut down its natural gas delivenes on
New Year's Day and effectively brought much of
western Europe to their collective knees.
And lest we forget Moscow's involvement in
the death of Litvinenko — a naturalized British
citizen under polibcal protection — is tantamount to
an act of war. Killing spies on foreign soil used to be
business as usual for tne Soviets; it is distinctly less
becoming for a Russia maintaining the auspices of a
democracy. We can only hope Litvinenko's parting
words will prove true: "The howl of protest from
around the world will reverberate, Mr. Putin, in
your ears for the rest of your life."
Time to gas up the Aston.

The Student Senate took care of some
housekeeping Tuesday, clarifying and updating the constitution with nine bills amending
it. These bills, while not exceptionally exciting,
show that the SGA is ready to take care of business, starting with its own.
SGA has been looking into cleaning up the
constitution since the beginning of the semes
ter, when it formed an ad hoc committee to
examine that austere document and patch up
the loopholes left when, among other things,
general senate elections were moved from
the fall to the spring, according to committee
member Stefanie DiDomenico.
This committee with its unenviable task produced
results Tuesday, plugging holes like the one mat left
the senate without any house rules for the first two
weeks of the semester. It also clarified some things
that were already being done but had not yet been

Riding dirty
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(let the Boston flavor down souti

Endangered cyclists demand equal rights to the road
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OFF
X ^
any entree with purchase
of beverage w/ JAC card.
Up to $5.00. Not valid with any other offer*.

1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.1870

Dint-In A
Cany-Out,
Cocktaih A
Catering

Sptelallting In:
Cantonese.

Suchltan and
Mandarin
Cuisine

f LUNCH
& DINNER BUFFET EVERY DAY
We Always Use the Freshest Ingredients!
I For Delivery Call Dinner to Go- 438-9993
Bring your JAC
card and save
10% off meal

[564-1922
Sun Thtirs I lam 10pm
Fri & Sal llam-llpm

not valid with
delivery orders
Expins I2/.M/06

^ ■ ■ ■ m-.m- m m *

I

I7W-120 E. Market St.
(Kt 33) Next to Kruger
Harrisonburg

■v TRACI COX
staff writer
I am nol one of the bourgeoisie that rule the
road with their gas-guzzling tanks. My workingclass soul can only afford a bicycle. Uke many poor
(yet startlingly fit) students, 1 rely on my bicycle for
transportation. But recently, as I've cruised around
campus, I've been paranoid I'll end up twisted in a
festenng mess of metal and flesh, drowning helplessly while facedown in a pothole.
It's ridiculous. This semester, I've been nearly
pummeled by a car three times. As in any typical near-death situation, my life flashed before
my eyes, though I was shocked to discover that
my last thought was, "If only I invested in more
reflective gear." This ignoramus had the nerve to
honk at me as I plunged into a pncklv hedge as he
yelled something inaudible (but probably nV-.pi
cable) over his deafening rap music
Many think of biking as a childish endeavor
that ends with the nte of passage a license grants.
Yet ponder the greats who are still riding proud:
Lance Armstrong is .1 pedaling celebrity, and
Queen sang a ballad about it. Drivers everywhere
may look down upon us from their skyscraperhigh, air-conditioned seats, but in reality, although
we're sweating profusely, v\e -in- the axil ones.
Of course, in these man-versus-machine situations, it's always the bikerslaull III had a nickel
I. »r e\ ery time I heard, "Ciet on the sidewalk!" I'd
rvhlthv nch. As any frequent biker will tell you,
walkways are littered with daydreaming pedestrians,
curbs and cracks. You may yell exasperated from
the physical output and bricks in your backpack, "on
your left!" but naturally the sulking student in front
of you has his or her ears plugged with headphones.
Bushes, hedges, fences and posts also pose potentially
embarrassing and painful situations.
Thus, the street is literally the only avenue,
though there is certain protocol all bikers on campus
should follow. Wear your helmet. Don some fashionable reflective gear. Use hand signals (politically
correct ones, that is) and ride with a light at night.
Some common sense: a helmet won't prevent
you from getting hit by a car. A bicyclist's No. 1
goal should be to avoid collision in the first place.
Riding while chatting on your cell phone or stuffing your face with a donut with a "hey, look at

me. Mom, no hands!" attitude gives biking a bad
wrap. Running red lights and nding down the
middle of the road are also rude and just plain
stupid. Michael Bluejay of Bkydatft.C0m offal 10
situations to avoid, from the "Crosswalk Slam" to
the daunting "Red Light of Death '
Whik' we have as much nghl to the road as
automobiles, the Hamsonburg area is not especially
bike fnendly. Few roads have designated bike lanes,
and those that do end abruptly and merge into |
traffic-congested road am wa\. I nfortunately, while
the thought of integrating my very own spraypainted bike lane has seemed appealing, it wouldn't
change the attitude of malicious bike-haters in Harrisonburg. It's our responsibility as cyclists to be safe
and courteous on the road, but it's also critical that
motor vehicles do the same.
In thecommoti««n 01 life, classes rxvktwi and n»bs
cill out like a spitting, red-faced football auch fur huv
tie. I'm also in a hurry; sadly, I can only pedal s. 1 t.ist
And you driving on my tail and honking at me is | mh
going to make me slower as I turn around to give you
a look of menacing hatred. Let's transa-nd tins ngid
class system of thnttv versos pnvileged, tit against la/v.
environmentally frieridlv opposed to gk<bal warm
ers. It would surely make. nir campus a safer place to
nde, in leather temperatun*-contro!led atnfort or on a
banana seat. Or, I gue* we could always walk.
Traci Cox is a sophomore English major.
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If he did it

Letters to the Editor
Races have equal playing field

•••

At the very best. O J. Simpson's latest foray into the public sphere is in remarkably bad taste
m
htAvu ( i uw
n riUVuClAUC
I K.I writer
i >t I l.ii
contributing
\ feu weeks ago. when I tu>t
heard the news ofOJ. Simpaon'a
Litest endeavor Into the public
eye I WM shocked. I dabji'l
believe what I reed I couldn't
\1\ |avt hit the tliK>r It had to be
.»joke No setf•respecting person
could (IT would) write some*
tiling like this, I s,n»l to m\ sell It
seemed ao cruel Writingabook
titled li l Did It" and expecting
no public outcry does not seem
like a goinl career move. But he
H .is possibly paid a Itlge sum ol
money that he isn't supposed to
ng Indebted to the fami<

Had
lies of Nicole
Nicnlt-Rmun
Brown Sunpsot
Simpson
liiil Ronald
D.mil.l Goldman.
1 '. illdMn
and
So much more can be said,
however On the waj this represents the character ol Simpson and ludith Regan, the two
main parties involved (Regan
working lor the publishing
company that spearheaded the
idea) Simpson is dragging his
name through the mud once
again, and this time voluntarily.
i learlv Simpson must not have
thought this move through. He
apparently had not talked to his
lawyer about this, or arryoi t
who might have talked some
sense into him. It he wanted
tii make a claim ol innocence.

I would have advised him to
wntea book called "I Didn't
I\i It." That would not have
attended ,i- mam people and
asserted that he is trulv innocent
and not raise questions ot guilt.
Reading articles and reviews
ot the book, apparently the ' hypothetical" details of the murder
are quite suspicious and gruesome. This carries .1 certain level
ol suspicion. Simpson claims to
be innocent and was acquitted
ot those murders (as everyone
in America knows). Who know 1
w hat actually happened or how
it cm he explained, but whatever the answer, I'm sure a lot of
people would like to know.
kothryn bitry. dd*

dr'i.

Stephen pauletu, dds

lauieffe

ronold davit, dds
edward amrhem, dds

Another pmcliictot this h.isco
B

brirttins uV victims KH k Ins i

the public eve Iheir families
■^uttered ,111 unspeakahk'tragedv
when tlie\ u*t ttx'u loved oneBj
and hen-Simpson isono.'<h',ain,

(rytngtomakeromeinoney ofl ot
it \i\ sympalh) eoesouttothem
and the pan th.it this must have
Caused. loha\e to relive any of
those moments even in memur),
cannot bnghten your d.i\ man)
bit Judith Ree.HI. tlv mastermind
behind this senesot Nundenng
errors, must sleep v\ ell at night
knmving that she hatched this bnlh.int pi.m 1 hope she gives herself
.1 uelUW-rvedpatontheback.
To oome to Regan's defense
tor ,1 moment, six-claims that the

bookwsawritten lotrj torajae
awareness ot domestit violence
I am in full support ot tliat beCSUSe then-should he little toler
an.e tor those caught in spousal
aOUM Hut then-.in- several better

n ays Hut I can think of to go
about doing this than publishing
a book about a hypothetical murder Start a foundation Write a
different book about it Anything
but dig up a case that has been
closed since 1995.
r-orturutelv. mv taith in
humawh, was restored at the
conclusK*! (at k-ast I hope) of
thisnuth affair I nis seemingly
tr.igu escapade has a shghth
liappicr aiding, tlunkfullv, H ith
the cancellation ot the intemew
that O.J. Simpson had scheduled
on top of the book (*h. and the
book will not be pubhslx-d either.
I Kit bnngs up another interesting
question: I'm pretty SUJV tlut .1
lot of those books may have been
printed eBay had a nan of people
Irving to sell them. Only fame will
tell it tlx-\ start springing up on
thebU-k market.
Travis Clark is a senior

Attention All JMU Students, Faculty and Staff
Wisdom Teeth
Loose or Missing Teeth
Mouthguards
Generol Dentistry

Get all your college needs easier & faster at

ONE STOP CONVENIENCE

Emergency Treatment

► Cheap beverages & parly supplies

Drs. Biery & Paulerte Can Help You'

► Food, coffee, sandwiches, & more
k> Western Union Facilities
- Money Transfer

We Offer
e

Same day consultation, examination and emergency treatments.

•

Schedule on appointment at o time that rs convenient for you.

e

General Anesthesia is available from certified personnel.

•

0% financing for up to 12 months upon approvol

S

A relaxed and friendly atmosphere

•

Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Sign Interpreters available

- Utility Rjyment

k> Friendly, young staff & owners

We accept JAC Cards!

4t 4k SI 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k,

Check us out In

DOWNTOWN, HARRISONBURG
just a short drive from JMU at
383 North Main Street or call (540) 432-9017

Full tuition scholarships for nursing students! Serve aS an Army Nurse caring tor American heroes & their families.
For more information, call 540-568-3633 or email kiphnle@jmu.edu

I was surprised to read Kelly
Anne Career's letter on rao? from
Nov. 20. Ms. Gieer seems to think
that twilv wealthy white people ate
highlv qualities.! in any area. I disagree. Our present government will
attest to the fact that race has nothing u i ck t with whether or not you
BB| highlv qualified to fill a position. In .utiiition it would seem that
tlv highly qualified could obtain
those positions without racial quotas or some other humiliation. Take
Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice.
Not onlv is she a woman, she's e
black woman. I think it's safe to
sav she's highlv qualified. Colin
Powell, the secretory of state before
her, was black, too. My, some really
exceptional Afncan-Amencans we
have there. No, race has nothing to
do with qualification, onlv education and work ethic. Perhaps, then,
instead of humiliating minorities
with racial quotas and affirmative
action, we should promote a work
ethic and education. Imagine that
— minorities in education! That
ui HIIJ be real diversity.
I ash Sargent
sophomore muse education major
Editorial Policies
Responses to all articles and
opinions published in The Breeze
are welcomed and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than
250 words must include a phone
number tor verification and can
be e-mailed to opmion&thebreeze.
erg or mailed toMSC6805Cl, Antkinv-SeegerHall, Hamsonburg,
VA 22807. Vie Breeze reserves the
nght to edit all submissions for
length and grammatical style.
J7ir house editorial reflects the
opinion of the editorial board as
a whole, and is not necessarily
the opinion of any indiviudal
staff member of The Breeze.
Edi tonal Board:
Matthew Stoss, editor in chief
Caite White, managing editor
Bnan (xxidman, opinion editor
The opinion* in this section do
not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the newspaper, this staff or
lames Madison University.

Sports

Editor: John Galle
Editor: Brian Hansen
bret:esporn@holmail xom
(540) 568-6709
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Downtown showdown
Eastern Kentucky downs JMU
as the teams combine to go 22for-48 from 3-point range
BY BRIAN HANSEN

sports editor
Over the previous two
seasons the JMU men's basketball team
won
only
11
games.
However,
the team thai
lost Tuesdav Tuesday
night to East- EKU
70
ern Kentucky JMU
66
showed
something that their predecessors lacked — heart.
"I think last year with th.it
lead they had going into halftime, you probably would
have seen a 20-point blowout,"
sophomore shooting guard Joe
Posey said. "That's not the case
with this team."
Unfortunately
for
the
.Dukes, they don't give points
for showing heart.
RKU jumped all over JMU
in the first half, opening up a
lead as large as 18 points on
its way to winning 70-66 in the
Convocation Center TUftdai
night.
"We've got great character," JMU coach Dean Keener
said. "That's something that's
shown up in every game we
played."
Character was not enough
for JMU, as it could not overcome the sharp-shooting Colonels. EKU shot 50 percent for
the game from 3-point range.

Men's
Basketball

JMU freshman guard Pierre
Curtis has been named the Colonial Athletic

including nine 3s in the first
half. The Colonels came into
the game shooting just 32 percent from outside.
EKU point guard Adam
Leonard led the way earlv as
he scored all 12 of his points in
the first half going 4-for-7 from
beyond the arc.
"I was feeling it," Leonard
said. "Those are my favorite
kind of rims, those soft rims."
Leonard finished the game
with 12 points, four assists and
a steal.
It was a game of outside
shooting as the teams combined for 22 3-pointers against
the aggressive /one defenses
"They did some things
that exposed us defensively."
Keener said. "We've preached
to this young team that we've
got the ability to score, we've
got to be able to defend people
We've got to be able to defend
better." •
With the score 56-43 with
7:45 remaining in the game, the
Colonels were able to run nearly a 1:30 off the clock thanks to
two JMU fouls. From that point
on. Keener said he knew the
Dukes needed to put the pressure on EKU.
"The wd\ thev run that offense, they can be methodical at
times," Keener said. "It enables
them to be able to milk a lead;
we felt like we couldn't allow
them to do that anymore."
From that point on, the

Posey's performance
off the bench provides
spark for the Dukes
BY CAROLINE MORRIS

stafi writer
If you attended a JMU men's basketball game last year, you may not have
seen much of Joe Posey. This year, it's an
entirely different scene in the Colonial
Athletic Association and a whole new
b«ll game for Posey.
"I averaged maybe three minutes last
year," the sophomore shooting guard
said. "My work ethic is a little bit differert and my relationship with the coaches
isa lot different, so I would say that I'm
ina better place where I can be able to do
a ittle bit more."
Posey is now averaging 33 minutes
a jame off the bench — more than any
otier player on the team. He's also making that time count, as he's averaging 57
percent from the floor and leading the
team from 3-point range, making 59 percent of his shots.

JMU's Curtis named
Rookie of the Week
rebounds, assists and steals in
the home wins over Virginia
Militarv Institute (89-87) and
Wofford (78-74).
Against VMJ. he bed the game
at 87 with two free throws, stole the
ball back on the ensuing possession
and scored the game-winning points
at the buzzer. Against Wofford, Curtis all but sealed the game at the foul
line with five seconds left.
Curtis is averaging 145 pointo
and 32.5 minutes per game for the
season.
— from staff reports

Kickin' It Far Post

Road to Chattanooga spoiled
for football team with playoff
loss to Youngstown State

l-AYNr- < HAPPhll.toninhuimx photographer

Sophomore power forward Juwann James goes up for a
layup In Tuesday's game against Eastern Kentucky.
Dukes switched to threequarter court pressure, forcing several EKU turnovers.
This allowed JMU to fight
back, but the Dukes |ust
couldn't hit the big shut or
get the big stop when they
needed it.

"There is no suth man award in the
CAA like there is m the NBA, but in that
league they don't give a third, fourth
or titth-man award," JMU coach Dean
Keener said. "There's real value in having somebody come off the bench that
can give you a spark at either or Imtli
ends Joe's playing starter minutes He |
getting Mattel shots"
luesday night, Posey contributed 17
nomts m 29 minutes to the Dukes' effort against Eastern
Kentucky All of his
points came in the
second half, including five 3-pointers
the third time he's
hit that many this

season.

"I think he found
several of his looks
in transition defense
where we |ust didn't Posoy
locate him quickly
enough," Eastern Kentuck) coach left
Neubauer said "Part of that is that
they're |ust so last pushing the ball down
the court Curtis is so last getting it down
on you that there's no time to match up.
I hat's when he got a few of his looks "

"[ML never went away,"
Colonels coach Jeff Neubauer said. "We valued the ball
and made the most of the
opportunities that presented
themselves."
*Y
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I'osev also makes sure his teammates
get plenty of looks. He had three assists
for the fourth time this season against
I M Hut .is happy as everyone else is
with Posey's performance, he isn't always satisfied. He wants to be known
for being as big a threat on defense as he
is on offense.
"I'm my own worst critic," Posey
said. "I feel like, as a player, I need to
get better on defense. Those are the
things I'm concentrating on. Those are
the things that are going to win the
game."
Pose\ has worked hard to try to
evolve into a complete player. He says
he spends extra time running, shooting
jumpers and doing extra workouts in the
morning with the trainer.
I haven't seen everybody, but Joe
right not* is clearly the best shooter
in the i A A statistically," Keener said.
"That speaks lor itself, lie had the most
attempts tonight, but credit him for not
taking anv bad shots He really hasn't
taken any bad shots in the first five
games. We've got to continue to find
ways to get him opportunities from both
three and really different places on the
court."

I was never one for long
mad tnps, and when No. 6 JMU
was slated to play a first-round
NCAA playoff game in Ohio
against No. 5 Youngstown State,
I was less than delighted. When
JMU fell just four points |hy of
advancing on ESPN2's grand
stage, all the comfort of my
weekend Massanutten condo
turned to disappointment.
But, in all honesty, with
school pride aside, it was a
great college football game. It
was everything ESPN could
have hoped for, or, should I say,
planned for. Having said that, a
change needs u
system
in
place.
Whoever
is in charge
of
seeding
teams in the
Division I
AA playoffs
needs
to
send Mickey
Matthews an
"I'm sorry"
note, some JOHN
flowers, GALLE
something.
Pitting two
top-six teams against one another in the opening round is
senseless. This should have been
a semifinal matchup, or even a
game made for a championship.
Instead, JMU — a team that is
better than half of the remaining
held — has been eliminated by
Youngstown State.
Sure, the Penguins had it
tough, too, but at least they got
home-field advantage. Instead
of sending New Hampshire
— the third team out of the
Atlantic 10 that JMU knocked
out of the No. I spot — to
Youngstown State, and giving
the Dukes a home game, they
sent them to MEAC-champion
Hampton. The Pirates represent perhaps the weakest conference in Division l-AA.
Apparently, it made sense
to "reward" JMU's 9-2 season
by giving them the Gateway
Conference champion over the
MEAC champion in Hampton.

Somehow, I think Madison got
shafted
Even so, JMU showed its gril
keeping up with the Penguins all
game long and even had a 31-2C
lead early in the fourth quartet
— the largest lead of the game.
The game was full of rarities.
The Dukes' defense didn't register a single sack or takeaway, but
the usually sure-handed Rascati
fumbled away the only turnover
of the game L.C. Baker and the
Dukes' receivers were dropping
passes, and the Penguins offense featured a passing game
over the dominant run, which
got them to the playoffs in the
first place.
YSU quarterback Tom Zetts
went off, throwing for 314
yards while completing 24 ot
40 passes. Most of those went
to wide receiver T.J. Peterson,
who torched the Dukes' secondary with 11 catches, 144
yards and a crucial fourthquarter touchdown and twopoint conversion.
Then, the Dukes opted tc
go for it on a fourth-and-one in
field goal range at the YSU 12yard line, who was surprised?
It was the right call.
A field goal would have only
put them up by six points and
the Penguins offense was firing
on all cylinders with plenty ol
time left. If they had converted,
it would have almost guaranteed a touchdown for JMU and
seal a victory. I'm not sure a
quarterback sneak was the best
play call, but seeing that it ha«
worked all season long, I wasn't
surprised.
But, don't blame Rascati'!)
fumble. Don't blame the coaching staff. Anyone calling for
Mickey Matthews' head after
this one clearly needs a history
lesson. The same critics came
forward in 2003, and Matthew*
responded by leading JMU the
next year to its first national
championship. How quickly
some are to judge, and how easily we forget.
John Galle is a senior SMAl'
major with a concentration in prini
journalism.

iV BSMSAac SANCK OLSSB

FttlAY
EVAN DYSON'jUr pholo

G?i*esTTOhJs? yzxswse&G&Muitpui

Senior quarterback Justin Rascati finished his career going
14 for 24 for 145 yards and a touchdown along with 11
carries for 93 yards and two touchdowns. Howsver, It was
not enough, as JMU fell at Youngstown State 36-31.
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furious fI w©r P ©try Center
Young poets bloom through the inspiration of African-American poetry
BY LEILA SAAHfH, KlIIV FlSHIR & (ill
contributing writer and S6VV SSffOI --

YAWOMKI

Awomjn's low tor Atruan-American poetry
hM expanded Into a passionate, prominent poetr\
center at [MU. Inspired by tin- famous [>K-I
Gwendolyn Brooks, the Puriom Rower
Poetry Center flourishes on JMU's campus
and provides opportunities tor the
local community to delve into the
world of poetrv
The program's director. Dr.
Joanne (Jabbin, former director
of the JMLi Honors Program who
has been at JMU for 21 years.
established the center in 1999. After I JlKU poetry conference honoring Bmoks,
President I in wood
Rose, along with
(.ahhm, helped create |he center at the
university m2iKM
The center draws
its unique name tnmi
BfOOk* poem, "Second Sermon
i the
Wtrpland."

"I he time cracks into furious flower/Lifts its face
all unashamed/ And swavsin wicked grace," Brooks
writes in her poem Her underlying message against
Inequality and discrimination w as the motivation
behind Cabbin's center.
The Furious I Iowa Poelrv Center has sponsored
mm) other, utivities and events 'I he JMU Poetry
Club was founded by the center in 2(X)5. Students and
members in the community meet to studv inspiring
poetrv and hold workshops to improve their writing.
Another part of the Furious I lower is SLAM, which is
a poetry competition where the poets, also known as
"slammers," have three rounds to spit their piece and
are |udged.
SeiuOf |0J Petway is .i sl.immer with the center
"A lot ot teams from different areas participate in
si AM," IVtw.i\ said "VHI get rated zem to 10, meaning 10 is perfect."
Furious Flower also hosts readings at Taylor Down
Under, as well as video and book projects. My Soul is
Anchored is a CD produced by the center. It is a passionate and formidable collection of poems portraying
victims oi Humcane Katnnae*pnvssmg their strife
through poetry. Many well-known speakers have been
invited to perform at (ML by the center. The most
KCenl poet M as J.n nt Cortez and the Firespitters.
According tot.abbin,
poets and speakers
thetCometOjMl are
chosen though
a selection process.

The time cracks into furious flower. Lifts its
face all unashamed. And
sways in wicked grace.
— GWENDOLYN BROOKS
From her poem.
"Second Sermon on the WarpUnd"

She picks
poets that she is
familiar with and \
provide an interesting perspective on activism and
multiculturalism and global policies, Cabbin said.
The center was granted the opportunity to collaborate with the National Poetrv Foundation to create
the curriculum with the Target Corporation for Black
History Month that is to be sent out to schools around
the country.
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CD Review

k£ CD Release Show

MoneyPenny to release first official album Incubus' unique sound
Contemporary rock band draws inspiration from the classics on "After the Affair'
MoneyPenny considers itself a
modem-day rock band and its catchy
songb are influenced by the ilassus
like The Beatles, The Rolling Stones
and The Replacements. Instead of
trying to forge a new sound, MoneyPenny concentrates on what makes
rock 'n' roll popular — sex and fun
— but makes it all their own.
The band's first official album
release is After the Affair, but it has
built an impressive fan base due
to its exciting and energetic live
shows, as well as its popular foursong demo.
Mike Meadows, Tripper Rider,
Mike Davis and Nate Joyner make
up MoneyPenny. Meadow, Rider and
Davis are all alumni of JML. and the
band finds itself performing in Harnsonburg, Charlottesville and Washington, DC, including venues like
Starr I Ml, The Black Cat and The Pub
Members of MoneyPenny have individually and collectively shared the
stage with well-known bands such as
Dave Matthews Band, O.A.R., jimmv
I at World and Vertical Horizon.
The band is coming to Harrisonburg for the release show of After the
Affair on Saturday, Dec. 2 at Rocktown Ctrill at 9 p.m.
— from staff reports

'Light Grenades' displays band's
evolution, progress from early '90s
n> Jiss NOVAK
staff writer

\uisf)rt\\t
MoneyPenny will release Its first album "After the Affair'* Saturday, Dec. 2 at Rocktown
Grill at 9 p.m.

Check it outl
The Black Student Alliance's
third annual Hip-Hop Summit
Thursday: Lounge Expos8 presents a tribute to hip-hop atTDU
at 8 p.m.
Friday:

returns on latest album

Hip-hop clinic with JMU's Breakdance Club and Black and
Latino Greek Caucus in Transitions at 7 p.m.

Saturday: Keynote speaker Dr. Thandi Hicks in Transitions at 2 p.m.
Hip-hop party and dance-off in Transitions at 10 p.m.

Upon first listen of Incubus' newest release, only one thought
comes to mind: instant likeabihtv It\ the type of record bound to
burn a hole in any CD player and make it a top song on i luneseffortlesslv With its signature sound back and evolving as always,
Incubus delivers the same captivating mix of poetically adept lyrics ,md singable melodies with talent-drenched guitar-riffs, bass
lines, vocals and drum beats in their latest album, Light Grenades.
The fairy-tale story of this once-independent label group
made double platinum is an encouraging success for hopeful musicians everywhere and the members of Incubus continue to prove the dream can be real. Though they bee,,in ,is
a high school jam band, their most recent CD proves their
potential and progress since the garage rehearsals and backyard gigs of the early '90s. With a sound incomparable to
any other modern artists gracing the airwaves today. Incubus continues to set itselt apart from the mainstream while
simultaneouslv conquering it, a feat rarelv accomplished In
the industry.
The album opens quietly with a hum and growing progression of synthesized tones gradually mixed
with lead singer Brandon Bovd's definitive [,j<i'}){
voke. The song "Quicksand" introduces -,^
the album slowly with a burst of emotional vircniUK'S
vocals and a beating piano, followed bv a ^L_ ^k_ ^k_ ^k_
quick descent into the much livelier "Kiss to ^% ^^T ^'T ^^T
Send L's Off," a song reminiscent of "Meg- ~~
alomamac" off of 2004's A Crow Left to the "KUDUS
Murder.
The band slips into a more sentimental, vet still powerful
track, with "Pig" with the lyncs, "If I turn into another/ dig me
up from under what is Covering/ the better part of me/ Sing
this song!/ Remind me that we'll always have eiich other/ when
everything else is gone," serving as a reminder that one of Incubus' greatest attributes is the honesty and hopeful edge to its
lyrics.
I he following track and hrst single to be released, "Anna Molly," immediately defines itself as Cftt of the best and most memorable tracks of the entire album with the first IMP. I lie dnving
guitar and pumping bass line soon accompanied bv a widerange
of vocals push the song with an undeniably catchy groove.
The rest of the album progresses close to faultless minus the
cliche lyrics and title of "Love Hurts," but redeems itself with the
incredible guitar riffs of Tight Grenades" and the unforgettable.
and perhaps best song of the album, Pendulous Threads I ,»|
lowing in the same vein as "Warning' ol 2001*8 Morning \ieiv, the
band also continues dishing its advice on life in "I ,irth to Bella"
with words of wisdom worth attention
However, one of the most memorable tracks of the album,
"Diamonds and Coal," Itandl sJoM tor B separate reason I hough
Incubus conhnues to shine throughout the track, it sounds undeniably traditional compared to most of the group's experimental variations on common rock n' roll themes. Though complete
H itli Bovd's signature sound and intriguing lyrics assuring "even
diamonds st.trt .is coal," there's something almost eerie about
heanng Incubus sounding so tame.
Light Grenade* does well to continue the dream for this \ ,ih
fomia band and its fans I he biggest disappointment ot the M hole
record mav be when it ends, but listeners should have no problem
going right back to the beginning again and again.
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HOOPS: Dukes rally too little
too late in home loss Tuesday
mmps. frompt»gt7

pitched in with six points, six
Added Keener We had the
rebounds and si. ueMi
dunOM I think IJMl forward
EKU guards Julian Mascoll
k\U-| Sivansbon
and Mike Rose
had .i chtnei to 44
each had lb
Oil it to three
points,
while
and
the ball
forward lam.ul
nmmed out We
Douglas pulled
wouldn't
quite
down a gameh,
h
fi-t
over the
ump."
bounds
The Dukes
The game
were
led
bv
an oppor— DEAN KEENER was
Poecy who had
tune tor JMl
JMU men's basketball coach
,i game-high 17
to do some[Hunts and tied —
thing they've
fof the teamnever done unhigh with six rebounds Sophder Dean Keener — put together
omore guard ( olbey Santos
■ three-game winning sire.ik

We had the
chances ...we
couldii I quite get R »»■» *■
over the hump.
55

"We haven'l been able to
string .i lot ot i-amos together
MIKV i vi been here.
PONJ
Mid
I here h.nen't been a lot
o( opportunities to w in a ample
of games in a row I his team is
different, and I think that'll heln
us put together .1 fan UDWi in
a row and win three, tour, five
games in a row
The Duke*, will have a twogame road tnp next, beginning
with Did Dominion Saturday .it
ii(K>n I he game will air on Com
cart i V, [Ml will hoe Georgetown in Washington. D.( OH
Dec. 5 at 7 p.m. before returning
hometoplav Dartmouth on I lei
10 at 2 p.m.
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University Program Board
James Madison University,
Disclaimer: This survey is for RESEARCH
purpose ONLY! The results from this survey
will give UPB a better understanding of the JMU
campus. Thank you for your time.

I am a...
Female

Male

I am a ...
Fresh.
Soph.

Jr.

Do you live...
On-campus

Off-campus

Sen.

Win Free Convo Ticketsl
Let us know who you'd like to see in
concert by filling out this survey, and
you'll be entered to win free convo
tickets!

Grad

What day do you like to attend UPB
events?
Mon.
Tues.
Weds.
Thurs.
Fri
Sat.
Sun.
Check the artist you would pay the
above price for: (Check all that apply)
$10-$19
Ben Kweller
Edwin McCain
Bubba Sparxx
Emerson Drive
Naughty by Nature
Gym Class Heroes
Hellogoodbye
Lupe Fiasco

$30-$39
Dashboard Confessional
Death Cab for Cutie
Nora Jones
The Flaming Lips
Panic! At the Disco
Chris Brown
Indie.Arie
Nas
Lonestar
OTHER:

$20-$29
Brand New
Common
The Fray
Ben Folds
The Roots
Mike Jones
Craig Morgan
The Wreckers

Complete the survey with your e mail
address on the back and return it to the
^aylor 234) or fill it out online at:
http://upbjmu.edu/
Surveys will be collected Nov. 27th Dec. 1st.

Classifieds

(For Rentj
55-A W I .iir\ icw. 2 bedroom.
I badi. WVI), DSL. AC. large
yard. SS707MO. 4 V!-(»84 or
246-3147
55-B W. Fairvicw. 2 Bedroom.
I bath. U li DM, AC, deck.
yard.S570 Mo JU-OWtor
246-3147
75W Fairvicw. 3 bedroom. I
balh.W I). I)SL. garage. \ard.
MS! Mo 433-0984 or 2463147.
LARGE 4 Bedroom House lor
rent. Groups only. June to June
lease. Close to campus. 2 full
baths, washer/dryer included.
$290 per month'per person. Call
(540)433-0380
Negotiable lease length 2 BRs
in townhouK available now!
$400 per BR Close to campus.
(540)421-3997

Apartments for Rent
Room for Rent Female
roommate needed to sublease
South View room for spring
semester 2007. $400 rentutilities ncluded. Contact Ashley
at hogardavrir>jmu.cdu or (540)
226-3011
Spring '07 Sublet: Female
Needed: Fox Hills. $3.35 plus
utilities. gautahKijmu.edu or
609-335-3937
SUBLEASER Spring2007,
Ashby Crossing, $365'month.
Contact Katie: haiTcnks@jmii.
eduor(78l)883-8857
BARGAIN SOUTHVIEW
si III I \s| MAJOR MAJOR
DISCOUNT FOR SPRING
si Ml sil R!'!! I need a girl
to sublease my furnished
room. Walk-in closet. Private
bathroom. Awesome roomies
and neighbours. •*ALLINCLUSIVI - ONLY $300/
month OR HI si OFFER!" eiri.fil hr.ullcnx ,i imii.edu or
call (540) 383-0090

Sublease Forest Hills Room
Room for rent Looking for
Spring 2006. female only. $365/ female roommate in Sunchase
month (44.3) 243-3457
for spring nmtster Contact
Lindsay at (434) 480-1508
DECEMBER GRADS - need
l place to live MI NOVA7JMU
SI III I ASI INI OKI SI
Alum is looking for roomnwiic
mi i S Female Only. $325/
i" -lure house uOainew lite,
month plus utilities. Negotiable.
VA. Monthly rent includes 2
1441)243-3457

UK. ind private

bath Share kitchen and living
area and 1/2 of utils. Call (70.1)

(For Sale]

932-4534 lot more information.
(703)932-4534
Rtxim for rent Female roomate
wanted to sh.in- houae 325/ mo
utils Call Detirec($40) 5601231
Room for RentfSpring
Semester) Spacious Room and
I wo Walk-in Closets. (irc.it
Mouse. Newly Remodeled «
New Kitchen.
pool table. Between oampui
and downtown. I Blocks from
campuslbchind Joshua Wilton
I louse), I Hl-Strcet Parking, and
Student landlord (540)4359269
Nags I lead 4-Month
Student Summer Rentals,
-cahrcc/crc.iltv com (252) 255'.52s
Sublease Spring 2007
Stonegate 1 bedroom sublc.i-c.
$405 fur rent but negotiable,
includes utilities (804) 837-0957

concert tickets 2 tickets for
Red Hot Chili Peppers on Jan.
26th at John Paul Jones Arena.
Call with best offer. (540) 830112-1
1992 Champagne Buick
I eSabre, ( onili -eats. $1,450
Negotiable. (540)421-7567

0

Help Wanted

No Selling Involved. Woelfel
Research Inc. is hiring part
time telephone nterviewers. no
selling involved, to conduct
surveys. Make own schedule.
Minimun 3 hour shifts. 3 days
a week, one weekend shift
required. Shifts are Mondav Friday 5pm - 11 pm; Saturday
10am-6pm; Sunday 1 pm-6pm.
(540) 574-4625
Part Time/Seasonal RG1S
INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
is seeking pan time/ seasonal
help to work during the months
of January. May. June, July,
and August. No experience
necessary Paid Training
Flexible Schedule Advancement
Opportunities Frequent Wage
Reviews Must: Be 18 years
of age or older Have reliable
transportation. Please call now
for an interview! 703 941-9883
Rgisinv.com Equal Opportunity
Employer (703)941-9882
position available in athletics
photography immediately.
Successful applicants will
assist in coverage of 28 NCAA
sports. Weekend and night work
required. Photography and
Photoshop experience required.
Applications available online
at ioblink.jmu.edu. For further
information contact Cathy
Kushner at kushnecsdijjmu.ed
Horse Riding Partner Needed.
Experience Required. Call 8332311.
Semester Break Work $ 17.00
Basc-Appt AnlyNOW.
begin after XMAS. Flexible
schedules. Can continue in
spring & summer. Customer
sales/service, conditions
apply. All ages IS' Possible
scholarships. All majors
onsidered. Fairfax/ Nova:
703-359-7600. ewport News:
757-597-0080. Richmond 804270^t300. oanoke 540-3457707. V.. Bead) 757-557-0080
Semesterbreakwork.com

Furniture delivery Delivery/
wasrehousc person to assemble,
load, rearrange and deliver
furniture. Good driving record
required. Must be physically
fit and have good customer
relations skills. Apply at House
of Oak & Sofas 2475 S Main
St Harrisonburg (540) 432-1383
Trainee - seeking FT/PT
trainees to clean City
transit buses. Flexible hours
available. Willing to train
responsible applicants.
Preferred hourly wage:
$8.75 - $ 10.00. Applications
may be downloaded at
www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us.
Completed applications will
be reviewed immediately.
Send to: Karen Musselman,
HR Dept. 345 S. Main Street,
Harrisonburg. VA 2280 (540)
432-8930
Marketing The Assistant
Manager of Mall Marketing
will work closely with
the Area Director of Mall
Marketing in the development
and implementation of mall
marketing programs, visual
merchandising, sales analysis,
corporate and merchant
communication, community
and media relations, driving
revenue generation, and
reviewing and understanding
marketing budgets and
financials. Qualifications: 1-3
years experience in marketing
with an emphasis on retail,
marketing uministration,
advertising, visual erchandising
and business finance, related
college degree required.
Keeping skills, possess
excellent communication zand
organizational skills, attention to
detail and ability to multi-task
essential, computer literate in
applicable software (Internet.
Lotus Notes, Microsoft Word
and Excel) and able to learn
new software as eeded.
•Simon Property Group. Inc. is
an equal opportunity employer.

Babysit Winter Break Fairfax
Babysit occasional afternoons
o\cr winter break. In Arlington
in II I airfax and metro.
acujimmy77(S yahoo.com or
(703)598-9610

Jiggers
Bflr-trJIA-dllA-g SCrlOoC

Dukrs Pla/a
23SS Sooth Mainstrrrt
M0.67i.IM2

$50 off when vou
bring your .1 \<! rani

Formerly Sk1 & Skate

IT7 H<6ft€!
€o/t Coo/b'/ large/fc /r\pp!
33.000 /q. Pb. oP
/i\ow • x\\otc- /urP • /byle

Housecleaning Energetic person
needed about 3 hrs/wk cleaning
my 3 BR. 2 BA home near
Mount Sidney. $IO.OO/hr(S40)
248-3649
Need responsible student to
watch 2 children after school
2-5 days/wk. Also Winter break
and Summer work available
246-2046 Steve

[ Travel 1
SKYDIVE! One Day First
Freefallfrom over 13,500
from 22 jumper aircraft.
Completeinformation is on
www.skydiveorange.com GIFT
CERTIFICATES! (540) 9436587
Spring Break BAHAMAS
SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE from $339! Includes
Meals. Taxes. Exclusive Parties
w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun,
Acapulco. Nassau. Jamaica
From $599! Panama City &
Daytona from $169! Organize a
group and travel
FREE! Call
SpringBreakTravel.com at
I 800.293.1443-or visit
www.springbreaktravel.com
use promo code: naS5
Spring Break Bahamas 5
Day/ 4 Night Packages from
$199 per person- Includes
Cruise Transport & Resort in
the Bahamas- Other Packages
also available- Book Early for
FREE VIP Party PackageToll-Free 1-888-852-BEACH
(1-888-852-3224)-www.
GoBahama.com

Spring Break in London 2007!
Experience London England
for your 2007 Spring Break
- the capital of cool - price
is $599 per person, and
includes accommodation in
the heart of London, daily
breakfast, weekly travelcard.
a hop on hop off London bus
sightseeing tour, an optional
London Da Vince Code tour
and pub crawl and more! Price
excludes flights. Call us today
on 1800 599 8635 or email:
sales@springbreaklondon.com;
www.springbreaklondon.com
- discounts for groups of 10 or
more so just askf
Spring break!! Don't miss
out! Spring Break 2007
is approaching and STS is
offenng specials to this year's
hottest destinations! Call for
savings 1.800.648.4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com.

How To Get Rid of
A Bad Roommate:
1) Sell the person on E-bay
2) Lock them out... every night.
3) Post your classified with the
Breeze

Correct answer:
Post Your Classified
Online!
It's cheap, easy and quick.
How else can you get rid
of your old stuff or get a
new roommate?
www. thebreeze. org

FREE Poker
Tournament TONIGHT!!
Play with the
Harrisonburg Poker Tour

j>ec. a-3

Lear*, to bartevui
threat Mo^y
threat summer job opportuckuties

skateboarding

Nanny wanted spring semester
to care for two small children 2 year old and infant. Tuesday
and Thursdays 8:30am5:30pm. References required.
(540)289-3170

LIKE TO PLAY POKER?

We pay up to J75 per survey.
www. GetPaidibThink.com
(BARTENDING! Up to $250 a
Day. No Experience Necessary.
I raining Provided. I -800-9656520 XT 212

Thursday. November 30.20061 11

. www.lhebreeze.org \

Going Away for Spring
Preak?
Travel initiatives are changing requirements
for out of -country travel and everyone will
need a passport.

Grottoes Post Office
vthe only Full-Service passport
facility In the area
110 6th St.
Grottoes, VA
(540) 249-0419

*You can also prove
yourself a pool shark.
12 tables to choose
from.
92 Chestnut Ridge Drive
Harrisonburg, VA, JJ8OI
540-434-9888

f~!it fill ri)s

Fay & Puffenbarger
Barber Shop
$7 haircut for JMU students
when you show your I.D.
"Special until end of Dec.
Flexible Hours:
Opens at 8 am M-F
8-12 pm Saturday
Dowritrw

Hours: 9-4 Mon-Frl 9-11 Sat.
No Appointment Necessary

nosc'uoJMU

Across from Parking Deck

APPEARING LIVE AT THE PUB
Saturday, December 2,2006
Special opening act L.E.D.
9:30 pm

I "...A MIXTURE Or
ROCK. BLUES AND
COUNTRY ALL
Richmond's Own
DRIVEN BY A TURK
Funk Driven
POCKET GROOVE."
Country Rock

atie M. Auville
Stylist
Matter Card, De-Nt Card
and Visa Accepted

433.7201
www.function4sports.com
Next door to Applebee's

l910EricksonAve.
432-6775 or 820-9852

Specializing in
Haircuts & styles
Foil Highlights
Ttos, Wed 8am-7pm
Thurs
I0am-7pm
Fri
Sam-Spm
Sal
8am- 2pm

Appointments recommended but walk fw are more than wehomed

12 Thursday November M). 2(K)6 www.thebree:.e.org The Breeze

Visit the greatest site in the world at.

Got Business?
Advertise with The Breeze!

www.thebreeze.org

97% of students say that they read The Breeze
at least once or twice a month.

^i^^ii^i?^^ ^ili^O'

GLEN'S

WJ

540433-5612
aoo SOUTH Am

Fair Price Store, Inc.

HARRISONBURG.VA

Harrisonburg *s
Most Unusual Store
Stocking Stuffers & Gifts
Come sec us for all your

AUTOCLAVE STERILIZATION
CLEAN. FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT

• Photography Needs
• Digital (lameras
• Santa < lostume Rentals

FEMALE ARTIST AND PIERCER
1000 S OF DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM.

Part) Supplies

BRING YOUR OWN IN. OR CUSTOM WORK AVAILABLE

ifflffi

227 N. Main St.
540-434-8272
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.Next To Jess'Quick Luncl

in the

Wall

Caribbean Tan

<^

433-3366
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 18-6

Caribbean Tan

I

Caribbean Tan

|

Buy for 2007

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
Unlimited Tanning Now,
I
Tan For Free
Buy 1 Month of Tanning,
,The Rest of 2006 When You
Get a $20 gift card
'
Buy this Package
Offer good at both Harrisonburg locations

Offer good at both Harrisonburg locations.

EXPANDING FOR JMU'S CONVENIENCE!

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
Tapestries Beaded Door Cumins
Reg. $24.99
Reg. $24.99
SALE! $14.95 SALE! $14.95

SELECT DVDS
$9

"
B-, °I Jfi'I?!

2 NEW locations coming soon across from
JMU's main entrance and in Bridgewater!
Store Hours
Monday-Friday: 9am-10pm, Saturday: 10am-8pm, Sunday: 1 2pm-8pm

JAC Cards Accepted!
Food Lion Shopping Center
433-9989

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
438-9989

Adult DVDs, Magazines and Novelties
jk-

Massage Oils, Lubricants, Incense, Tapestries -*-

Body Jewelry

Salvia

Posters

SAT - Mozley Rose - Funky Southern Rock from Richmond

Coming Soon:
THURSDAY, 12/7 WILL HOGE
w/ THE ALL TIME FAVORITESI 18+ SHOW
WILL HOGE IS BLOWING UP ALL OVER THE EAST COAST.
JUST KNOW YOU NEED TO BE HEREIIIII

FRI12/8: Fatskeys - Party Dance
SAT 12/9: Junkfood - Party Dance; www.gotjunkfood.com
THUR 12/14: Exam Buster Show - "Souled Out" Break Away From the Old Same Old!
AFFORDABLE FOOD A UNFORGETTABLE FUNI
HOME OF THE RED BULL HOT WINGS
"OUR WINGS GIVE YOU BULL" $4.80 dz.
EAT HERE FOR LESSI

dothepub.com
Counseling & Student Development Center's
Peer Mentor Program presents
In collaboration with CMSS, CSR AKA, MSA, ASU, MIC, BOND. I.SA presents:

*
•
i ' itlM* .

•f Saturday, December 2
Time: .5p.m.
Location: College Center Ballroom
Cost: $3(program includes a full course dinner from around the world!)
■
first come first served basla (capacity '200), reserve ASAP laniertirtfjmu.edu
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